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Comments on “Is the Frobenius Matrix Norm Induced?”
Seddik M. Djouadi
Abstract—In“IstheFrobeniusMatrixNormInduced?”,theauthorsask
whethertheFrobeniusandthe normsareinduced.There,theyclaimed
thatthe Frobeniusnormisnotinduced and,consequently, conjecturedthat
the norm may not be induced. In this note, it is shown that the Frobe-
nius norm is induced on particular matrix spaces. It is then shown that the
norm is in fact induced on a particular matrix-valued space.
NOTATION
, Field of real and complex numbers, respectively.
n n-dimensional real space.
n n-dimensional complex space.
m￿n Space of m ￿ n matrices with real entries.
m￿n Space of m ￿ n matrices with complex entries.
A
? Complex conjugate transpose of A.
tr(A) Trace of A.
kAkF Frobenius norm of A.
kAkF = tr(AA?)=
i
￿2
i
where
￿i’s singular values of the matrix A;
Aij (i;j)th element of A;
jAj largest singular value of the matrix A;
I identity matrix;
esssup abbreviation for essential supremum;
L
2
m￿n space of Lebesgue square integrable m￿n matrix-valued
functions defined on j!-axis, with the following norm:
kfk2 :=
1
2￿
1
￿1
kf(j!)k2
Fd!; f 2 L
2
m￿n;
L
1
m￿n space of Lebesgue essentially bounded m ￿ n matrix-
valued functions defined on j!-axis, with the norm
kfk1 := ess sup
w2
jf(j!)j;f 2 L
1
m￿n:
I. INTRODUCTION
The Frobenius matrix norm plays an important in several control
problems such as LQG control, H
2 control, mixed and multiobjective
H
2=H
1 control. In [1] the authors ask the question whether or not the
Frobenius and the H
2 norms are induced. They showed then that the
Frobeniusnormisnotinducedfrom(
n,k￿k
0)into(
m ,k￿k
00),where
k￿k
0 and k￿k
0 are vector norms, and concluded then that the Frobenius
is not induced [1, Cor. 3.1, p. 2138]. In this note, we show that the
Frobenius norm is induced on a specific space of matrices. It follows
then the H
2 norm is also induced on a particular space of continuous
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matrix-valued functions. To put things into perspective, consider the
dynamical system
_ x(t)= Ax(t)+Bw(t);t ￿ 0
z(t)= Cx(t) (1)
where x(t) 2
n is the state vector, w 2
d represent external distur-
bances, and z 2
q the controlled outputs, A 2
n￿n, B 2
n￿d,
C 2
q￿n. In the H
2 case, the performance objective criterion is [1]
JH :=
1
0
kCe
AtBk
2
Fdt =
1
2￿
1
￿1
kG(j!)k
2
Fd!
=:kGk
2
2 (2)
where k￿k F denotes the Frobenius norm, k￿k 2 denotes the H
2 norm,
and G is the transfer matrix function from w to z. In Section II, we
show that the Frobenius norm is induced. A consequence is that the
H
2 norm is also induced.
II. FROBENIUS AND H
2 NORMS
In this section, we show that the Frobenius norm is induced. A con-
sequence is that the H
2 norm is also induced. Define (U , j￿j ) as the
spaceof d￿l matriceswithentriesin (or ), endowed withthe norm
jAj = ￿max(A);A 2U (3)
where ￿max(￿) denote the maximum singular value.
In a similar fashion, let (V , k￿k F) be the space of q ￿ l matrices
with entries in (or ), endowed with the Frobenius matrix norm.
Any q ￿ d matrix M with entries in (or ), may be viewed as a
multiplication operator acting from U into V, that is
M :( U;j￿j ) 7￿! (V; k￿k F)
U ￿! V := MU : (4)
The following proposition shows that the induced norm of M is given
by the Frobenius norm of M.
Proposition 1: Theoperator induced norm of M as amultiplication
operator from U into V is equal to kMkF, that is
kMk := sup
jUj￿1
kMUkF = kMkF: (5)
Proof: LetM = XDY beasingularvaluedecompositionofM,
where X 2
q￿q (or
q￿q), and Y 2
d￿d (or
d￿d) are unitary,
and D 2
q￿d is a diagonal matrix having the form
D =d i a g ( ￿1;￿ 2;...;￿ n) (6)
where n =m i n ( q;d), and ￿i’s are the singular values of M. Then for
any U 2U , with jUj￿1,w eh a v e
kMUk
2
F =tr MU(MU)
? (7)
=tr M
?MUU
? (8)
=tr Y
?D
?X
?XDYUU
?; since X
?X = I
=tr YUU
?Y
?D
?D: (9)
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Since for square matrices the trace is merely the sum of the diagonal
elements, trYUU
?Y
?D
?D =
d
i=1(YUU
?Y
?)iidi, where fdig
d
1
are the positive diagonal elements of D
?D. Thus
trYUU
?Y
?D
?D ￿
d
i=1
j(YUU
?Y
?)iijdi
￿ max
i=1;2;...;d
j(YUU
?Y
?)iij trD
?D: (10)
Since the magnitude of each element of YUU
?Y
? is bounded above
by jYUU
?Y
?j, (i.e., the maximum singular value of YUU
?Y
?), and
Y unitary then, from (10), we deduce
kMUk
2
F =trYUU
?Y
?D
?D ￿j Uj
2 jtrD
?Dj
=jUj
2
n
i=1
￿
2
i (11)
=)kMUkF ￿
n
i=1
￿2
i jUj (12)
=)kMk￿
n
i=1
￿2
i : (13)
Equality in (11) can be achieved by putting U = I.
A consequence of Proposition 1 is that the H
2-norm is also induced.
To see this let L
1
d￿q be the space of d ￿ q matrix-valued essentially
bounded functions defined on the j! axis, endowed with the norm
kfk1 := ess sup
!2
jf(j!)j;f 2 L
1
d￿q: (14)
LikewiseletL
2
q￿q bethespaceofq￿q matrix-valuedLebesguesquare
integrable functions defined on the j!-axis, under the norm
kgk2 :=
1
2￿
1
￿1
kgk2
Fd!; g 2 L
2
q￿q: (15)
Letting G 2 H
2
q￿d, the multiplication operator associated with G and
acting from L
1
d￿q into L
2
q￿q is denoted by MG. More precisely, we
show in the following proposition that if MGf = Gf, for f 2 L
1
d￿q,
then the operator induced norm of MG is equal to kGk2.
Proposition 2: The operator induced norm of MG, as a multiplica-
tion operator from L
1
d￿q into L
2
q￿q, is equal to kGk2, that is
kMGk := sup
kfk ￿1
kGfk2 = kGk2: (16)
Proof: Let g 2 L
1
d￿q, kgk1 ￿ 1 we have that
kMGgk
2
2 =
1
2￿
1
￿1
trf(Mg)(Mg)
?g(j!)d!
=
1
2￿
1
￿1
trfM
?Mgg
?g(j!)d!
￿
1
2￿
1
￿1
jg(j!)j
2trfM
?Mg(!)d!
￿kgk
2
1kMk
2
2: (17)
Equality follows by choosing g = I, the identity matrix.
Remark: Propositions 1 and 2 show that the Frobenius and the H
2
norms are induced, when allowed to act on special spaces of matrices
and matrix-valued functions, respectively. In [1], only standard spaces
of vectors
n have been considered.
It should be noted that the Frobenius norm is also induced on
the space of linear functionals on the space of matrices, say
m￿n,
as a Hilbert space with the usual matrix inner product, i.e., for
A; B 2
m￿n, <A ; B> =t r AB
?, since it is isometrically
isomorphic to its dual space. Same observation applies to the H
2
norm, which is induced on the space of bounded linear functionals
on the space L
2
m￿n with the inner product, for f;g 2 L
2
m￿n,
<f ; g > =1 =2￿
1
￿1 trfg
?(j!)d!, for the same reason.
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In [1], we showed that the Frobenius norm is not induced from
(
n;k￿k
0) into (
m;k￿k
00), where m, n>1, and k￿k
0 and k￿k
00
are vector norms. In [2], the author shows that if k￿k
0 and k￿k
00 are
taken to be matrix norms, then the Frobenius norm is indeed induced.
Furthermore, the author shows that the H2 norm is also induced from
an H1 space into an H2 space. In this note, we show that even though
the results of [2] are interesting and provide additional insight into the
problem addressed in [1], they are not surprising and are in fact a very
special case of a general result on bounded linear operators. In partic-
ular, in this communique we show that every operator norm defined on
a normed linear space is induced on particular normed linear spaces.
As a special case of this result, we show that every matrix norm is in-
duced on particular matrix spaces.
The notation we use in this communique is fairly standard.
Specifically, denotes the set of real numbers, denotes the
set of complex numbers,
n (respectively,
n) denotes the set
of n-dimensional real (respectively, complex) vectors, and
m￿n
(respectively,
m￿n) denotes the set of m ￿ n real (respectively,
complex) matrices. Furthermore, k￿kdenotes vector or matrix
norm, jjj ￿ jjj denotes vector or matrix operator norm, and H
m￿n
2
and H
m￿n
1 denote the sets of m ￿ n analytic matrix functions
G : | !
m￿n with norms jjjGjjj 2 =
1
￿1 kG(|!)k
2
Fd!
1=2
and jjjGjjj 1 = sup!2 ￿max(G(|!)), respectively, where k￿k F and
￿max(￿) denote the Frobenius norm and the maximum singular value,
respectively. Finally, L
n
p denotes the set of n-dimensional vector
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